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DESIGNER’S COMMENT  “I just had to come up with some new design – for fun as much as anything. The idea was to have a fi sh 
nose so you could catch waves, but with a pulled-in tail to handle like a normal shortboard, so the team guys didn’t automatically 
say no to it. The whole Wizard Sleeve thing didn’t really infl uence it, even though that has opened a few doors for boardmakers – the 
idea was just fl oating around in the back of my mind. It actually goes banging with a four-fi n setup and I’ve just designed a baby ver-
sion of this called the ‘Clump’, with a quad setup and about three inches shorter again on average. I’d love to be doing more epoxies 
like this actually ’cause they go great, but we’re too fl at-out as it is with the normal materials.”

SWALLOWTAIL ROUNDNOSE THRUSTER “STUMP” MODEL DESIGNED BY AIDO WHEELER 
Shallow single concave through tail
Dion green PU blank, APS3000 machine cut/hand fi nished, 4 x 4oz glass plus deck patch, FGI polyester resins
Fins used: FCS AM2, C-Drive orange

DAMAGE: Minor deck denting.

SUITED TO: A progressive and 
innovative surfer or someone 
just looking for lots of fun, in 
smaller surf to three foot.

Board art is a digi-

print by ASL Friend 

Ian of SurfDecals.BoBoaBoardrd art is a digdigiii-

int by ASL Friend 

rfDecals.

FUNFACT

TYLER: “It looked like it was going to run in one-
to-three foot waves, and be a fun board, but might 
be a bit boggy thanks to the wide, thick nose. But 
the way it turned out, this seemed to me like the 
most fun board of all. It wasn’t boggy and it had 
good fl ow and rhythm, it was quick and really 
loose, and if you can do airs it would be sick. Being 
very light helped it to bounce along and the width 
let it glide over and through wobbly sections.”

ASHER: “A bit of a fi sh with a narrow shortboard-
like tail to get the best of both worlds. I found it 
a little hard to come off the bottom at times, but 
it released well off the top. I liked the shortboard 
feel in an even more cut-down length of board.”

KIRBY: “I thought this board looks heaps fun and 
pretty – I want the art on my next board. After a 
surf I still thought exactly that – it was so much 
fun and I still want the design! Quick off the mark, 
loose, responded well, and just kept getting better 
and better.”

“I loved this little board, it is so sick! Aido 
makes my normal boards and it was cool 

to see one of his in the Test. This was easy 
to ride and catch waves on. I’ve never 
surfed a fi sh before, but want to keep 
trying them now.”
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ADIO WHEELERHAS DONATED THIS BOARD TO THE

PADANG EARTHQUAKE APPEALWWW.SURFAIDINTERNATIONAL.ORG
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The Stump is the sort of new generation miniboard that responds 
to any touch, whether it be Pacey’s manicured round-arc � ow 
(TOP) or Tyler’s assertive power slides (HERE).

RIGHT: The grommet 
had a handy backhand 
bottom turn.
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